
Relaxing Romantic Getaway



COLOURS OF OBLU is a dynamic collection of Indian 

Ocean Hotels and Resorts by Atmosphere Core.

Our Hotels and Resorts present a curated selection of 

experiences that bring the magical beauty and big-

hearted hospitality of the Maldives alive. 

COLOURS OF OBLU offers something truly special for 

everyone, appealing to audiences from all walks of life 

in search of exotic corners, pristine beaches and pure 

escapism. This encompasses world travellers, couples, 

families, honeymooners and the millennial minded. 

The diverse and bountiful experiences we deliver always 

start out with the same objective; to meet the dreams 

and expectations of guests in a spirit of true generosity 

reflecting the carefree and relaxed soul of island living.
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Our First Adult’s 
Exclusive Resort

At OBLU SELECT Lobigili, our gift to guests is an enchanting

adults-only heaven. We exist to offer them a spectacular 

tropical adventure with plenty of relaxed and indulgent ‘us time’ 

mixed in. We want them to immerse in a perfectly secluded, 

castaway feel. We exist to gift them an ‘Island of Love.’



 5-star Resort

 Adults Only Resort

 Just 15-minutes from Airport

 The Lobi Plan™

  68 Villas In 3 Categories

 Ylang-Ylang (All-Day Dining Restaurant)

 Only BLU (Under Ocean Restaurant)

 Gaadiya 17 Food Truck

 The Swing Bar (with Infinity Pool)

 ELE|NA THE SPA

 Water Sports Hut

 PADI Certified Dive School

    (located in OBLU Xperience Ailafushi)
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Opened on 24th March 2022, OBLU SELECT Lobigili is as 

enchanting as its sister property. In the Maldivian dialect of 

Dhivehi, ‘Lobi’ means love and ‘Gili’ means island. Lobigili is, 

in essence, the island of love. Romance permeates the air 

here! Idyllic tropical vistas complemented by nature-inspired 

designs create a secluded, castaway feel.

Set along a dreamy white beach and over a sparkling 

turquoise lagoon are 68 stylishly designed villas. This 

contemporary adult exclusive 5-star resort curates a palette 

of vibrant experiences. From colourful sunsets to exotic under 

ocean dining at Only BLU, from snorkelling at the marine-

rich house reef to relaxing in the garden spa, you really have 

it all here. Let the easy-going island rhythm seep into your 

soul and our island hostesses look after you whilst you create 

heartfelt connections and memories.

Unique Features 
& Facilities

AT A GLANCE

 Location 

North Malé Atoll

Transfer 

15 minutes speedboat ride from   

Malé International Airport

Accommodation 

68 Villas in 3 Categories

Amenities 

3 Restaurants (1 Under Ocean), 
2 Bars (1 with pool), ELE|NA THE  

SPA, Overwater Gymnasium, Water 

Sports Hut, Tennis Court, Access to 

PADI Certified Dive School at OBLU 
Xperience Ailafushi



Villa Types MAXIMUM VILLA OCCUPANCY

SunNest Beach Pool Villa

22 Villas

Sink into unmatched comfort in your haven of elegant 

luxury. A combination of warm wooden textures, 

captivating modern décor, and earthy red tones create 

an inviting living space. Each 62m² beach villa comes 

with a walk-in wardrobe, an open-air bathroom, and 

a cosy veranda. Enjoy the outdoors in your 8m² private 

pool with uninterrupted lagoon view, just steps from 

the sparkling white beach.

SunNest Beach Pool Villa: 2 adults

SunNest Water Pool Villa: 2 adults

Nest Water Villa: 2 adults

SunNest Water Pool Villa & Nest Water Villa

22 Villas with Pool & 22 Villas without Pool

Celebrate special moments in these indulgent 75m² overwater villas. Every detail lends a sophisticated, intimate 

ambience – from the warm wooden flooring to vibrant and contemporary décor. With an option of having your 
very own 8m² private pool, the over-water living experience is one of the most uniquely intimate experiences. Enjoy 

the outdoors in your 8m² private pool with uninterrupted lagoon view, just steps from the sparkling white beach.



Facilities for all Villas

 King size bed

 Open-air bathroom

 Complimentary In-villa Minibar

 Electronic safe

 Coffee and tea making facilities

 Air conditioner

 Ceiling fan

 Hairdryer

 Television and satellite TV

 Signature beach bag

 Life jackets

 Private outdoor veranda/deck

 Beach essentials and bath amenities



Beverages 

Unlimited beverages and drinks at Ylang-Ylang and The Swing Bar:

  Wide selection of premium wines and sparkling wines from the world-over

  Unlimited orders of signature cocktails and mocktails from a selection of:  

- 10 cocktails and 10 mocktails at The Swing Bar

  Soft drinks, mineralied water, and an assortment of tea and coffee available at all outlets

Our Lobi Plan™

Dining Experiences

YLANG-YLANG
Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner served at Ylang-Ylang; 

creative à la carte dining with engaging, interactive 

elements, live cooking stations, and theme nights

THE SWING BAR

Selection of freshly prepared local snacks: served 

between 16:00 and 18:00 at The Swing Bar

Specialty Dining Experiences
*On pre-booking, based on availability

ONLY BLU UNDER OCEAN RESTAURANT

Surrounded by exotic blue hues and a colourful flow of 
marine life, the Only BLU experience is a unique way 

of connecting with nature and with loved ones as you 

relish modern style cuisine 

GAADIYA 17 FOOD TRUCK

Under the swaying palm trees, you will find Gaadiya 
17 – our creative spin on traditional food truck meals. 

Dinners here are an informal, vibrant and indulgent 

affair with aromatic grills.



Our Lobi Plan™ Activities

Activities & Adventure

 Daily Live music performances at The Swing Bar

  Unlimited access to our fully equipped over water 

gymnasium

  Access to Tennis Court (pre-bookable)

  Complimentary use of snorkelling equipment 

throughout the stay

  Complimentary use of non-motorised water sports 

equipment (Stand-Up Paddle Board and Kayak)

 One Complimentary Sunset Fishing per guest

    during stay**

  One Complimentary Snorkelling guide trip per guest 

during stay**

**weather permitting

Other Services

  In-villa Minibar: Replenished daily with an assortment 

of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages along with a 

selection of snacks

  ELE|NA THE SPA offers a range of holistic treatments 

inspired by natural elements, that nourish the mind 

body, and soul

   **Eligible per person per stay depending on the 

    duration of the stay:

    - Minimum 4 nights stay: ONE 45 minutes spa treatment
Diving, Snorkelling, & Water Sports 

Surrounded by crystal clear waters, the adults-only Lobigili island offers a rich house reef just a short swim from the 

eastern shore and some of the best dive and snorkelling sites in the North Malé Atoll just a short boat trip away. 

Enjoy complimentary use of snorkelling equipment throughout your stay. Water lovers can also enjoy an array of 

both motorised and non-motorised water sports at the PADI and SSI Certified Dive School & Watersports Centre. 
Experience this magical underwater realm through guided snorkelling and diving sessions with our experienced 

team of instructors. 

ELE|NA THE SPA

ELE|NA THE SPA at OBLU SELECT Lobigili offers a range of holistic treatment inspired by natural elements, that 

nourish the mind and body. Refresh, relax and rejuvenate at the beautiful and intimate spa with serene treatment 

rooms and a wide selection of spa services.



Arrival Jetty

SunNest Beach Pool Villa

Nest Water Villa

SunNest Water Pool Villa

Ylang-Ylang Restaurant

Gaadiya 17 Food Truck

The Swing Bar

ELE|NA THE SPA

Over-water Gym 

Only BLU Under Ocean Restaurant

Water Sports Hut

Tennis Court
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OBLU NATURE

Helengeli  by Sentido 

OBLU SELECT

Sangeli 

OBLU SELECT

Lobigili 

OBLU Xperience

Ailafushi 

Sangeli Lobigili

VIBRANT DESTINATIONS
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OBLU SELECT Lobigili
North Malé Atoll, The Maldives

Email: sales.lobigili@coloursofoblu.com 
Phone: (+960) 400 00 66

INSTAGRAM facebook-square @obluselectlobigili

www.oblu-lobigili.com 

www.coloursofoblu.com


